
The road to success means: keep confidence with yourself; keep yourself thinking, acting, doing
Sright-but above all keep honest.-Elbert Hubbard.
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or alternating of crops on given Vero Has It On the Manareas." In other words, prearranged,

The Crops of The Farm permanent plans must be carried out Who Makes Hot Weatherin order to obtain the best possible
"By Lee Latrobe Bateman results.-Florida Grower, May 16,1914. Perhaps the most delightful feature

SOUR FLORIDA. of life at Vero for the newcomer is
So much has had to be considered It is not possible to determine ex- the climate. This is just as true in

relative to the various details of our actly what particular crop should suc- Taken From An Article by Mrs. Ma- the summer time as it is during the
model forty-acre farm that I am sure ceed another, as would be the case rion McAdow in the Florida winter months.
our readers will begin to wonder if I on a wheat, corn or cotton farm, but Grower. Nothing less than spending a sum-
am ever going to get down to the there is one golden rule to follow- -mer along the east coast will con-
main business of the farm-the rais- never follow a root crop by a root The only part of the United States vince the average northerner that this
ing of crops. But I won't disappoint crop, and never plant in succession that dips down close to the tropical part of Florida does not have hot
them: in the same year plants or vegetables zone is Florida, with a comparatively weather as it is known in the north-

It will be remembered I laid em- of the same family, small area of a little over 54,000 ern states. Those who are spending
phasis on the fact that a farm of Vegetables or plants of the same square miles. California has made a their first summer at Vero are learn-
this nature calls for diversified farm- family are liable to similar diseases reputation for herself for many trop- ing that fact to their great delight.
ing in its strictest sense. We have and insect attacks. For instance, ical characteristics, but it is because While fanned by a brisk ocean breeze
three main points to keep in mind. peppers should not be planted on land she can raise certain types of plants that blows nearly all day and all
First, the raising of paying crops- recently occupied by tomatoes. They belonging to the tropics that will night, the Vero resident finds it dif-Sthat is, crops that will of themselves are both of the Solanum family, as stand a low degree of cold; the past ficult to realize that far to the north
return good revenues to the farmer, also are Irish potatoes and egg plant, winter having proved most conclu- of them people are suffering from the
Secondly, we have to raise crops that Cucumbers and cantaloupes are of sively that many of them can stand heat. Nobody ever suffers from the
will feed the live stock, be it horse, the Cucumis family and should not 20 degrees below the freezing point, hot weather here, and sunstrokes and
mule, cow, calf, pig or poultry. Third- succeed each other, but the water- Florida can grow not only these, heat prostrations are absolutely un-
ly, we have to keep up a rotation of melon is of the Cucurbita family, the but she can grow nearly every tree known.crops to meet these needs during same as squashes and pumpkins. Cab- and plant that makes Ceylon and Even when the sun shines the hot-the whole year, and consideration bage, cauliflower, kale, rutabaga and India dreams of tropical verdure. test it is always comfortable in themust be given also in this rotation turnip are all of the same family- There may be some that cannot be shade, and there is never a night whe"- to the improvement and maintenance Brassica. Peas and beans, though suited with our soil and climate, but shade andere is ntever no pleas-of the fertility of the soil of the farm. both leguminous, are distinct families. enough there are of a striking char- bed iehrig ismmer weatner that peo-

In this consideration we leave out Root crops are such as carrots, tur- acter to make a paradise of the spot here are frequently heard to re-
the grove. This has been fully dis- nips, rutabagas, etc., with which for than can produce them. h e r e a e r e u  y t thacussed, showing how it becomes not rotation purposes may be included po- Over in California they have made mark that they enjoy ft more l an
only an annual income producer after tatoes. All these have a deep pene- the most of such tropical trees, shrubs Florida's far-famed winter climate.

a few years, but leads on to what trating root system in contradistinc- and vines as will grow there and they The East Coast is just beginning to
is tantamount of an endowment poli- tion to surface crops, whose roots have been planted so profusely that a take advantage of its wonderful sum-

Scy or an annuity during the declin- grow more on the surface of the soil. visitor to that state comes away with mer climate, but there are signs that
ing years of the farmer and, finally, The reason, therefore, of following a the impression that he has been so- the time is coming when it will be
resolves itself into a provision for root crop with a surface one or vice journing in the tropics. If the people one of Florida's great attractions. St.
"the family or those the farmer leaves versa is obvious-it works the soil of our state were as much alive to Augustine has begun the extensive ad-
behind at the close of life. both ways, below and on top. Grain their possibilities as those of Cali- vertisement of herself as a summer re-

Diversified farming in its truest crops can follow root crops, or root fornia have been to theirs we could sort city, and scattered all along the
sense, therefore, calls for a method- crops can succeed surface-feeding have a wonderland here right now coast are resort hotels which keep
ical practice of a thorough rotation vegetable crops, that would attract the attention of the open the year around and .do almost
of crops, and in this rotation Florida "But this is not a truck farm," I whole world. Nor would it be the as much business in the summer as
has an enormous advantage. What hear one say. "So why lay so much work of more than five to 'en years in the winter. Instead of going north
in the North will take three years for stress on these vegetable crops?' Ex- to accomplish this transformation if for the summer, many people from the
Saccomplishment can be done in one actly; but then that is one of the we could all be imbued witl( the same interior of Florida now spend the heat-
year -here. Our climatic conditions advantages of farming in Florida. idea, and every man, woman and child ed term on the coast, where they find
enable farming to be carried on One of the staple crops of the year could be made to feel his individual a more delightful climate than any
throughout the whole twelve months can be made a vegetable crop. Not responsibility in the matter. northern resort can afford.
of the year. all kinds of vegetables, such as

There are three distinct seasons in would be expected on a truck farm,
these twelve months within which to but certain standard sorts, those that
make our rotation, corresponding in can be sold in bulk and for which T Ml P
the raising of the crops to the three there is a steady and open mimes Top the Market, $20 Barrel Price Paid

k years required for the same practice Another point to consider is this:
in the North. We have the fall-win- As a general rule, good fruit land
ter season, the winter-spring season will also prove to be good vegetable Acid Fruit From the Keys Is Nearly Worth Its Weightand the summer season, land, whereas good vegetable land is

We commence in the early fall td not always good fruit land. On the in Gold, Price Being the Highest
bring on the winter crops. Overlap- higher lands tomatoes, egg plant, pep-
ping this, we prepare for the spring pers, Irish and sweet potatoes and Paid for Limes
crop during the winter, and then apart watermelons can surely be successful-
from either the one or the other we ly grown, and these are all good sta-
Sraise crops peculiarly adapted to our pie crops, fetching high prices with Top prices for limes were reached limes are bringing $50 and over per
summer months, an ever-ready market and demand. Of in Miami this week, and the Jaudon barrel at retail.

Now, in all rotations, grasses and the root crops turnips, rutabagas and Commission Company broke all rec- Mr. Speed of the Key Largo Lime
leguminous crops must be included, carrots can fill many an odd field or ords, it is believed, when on Thurs- Company declared this morning that
Grasses are soil protectors, renewers corner. Add to these corn, both field day it paid $20.01 for one barrel of at this time last year he had shipped
and builders. They prevent the waste and sweet, and the forage and grain the fruit. During the regular auc- out 250 barrels, while this year he
of the soil by protecting the nitrogen crops with the addition of the per- tion at the dock yesterday $18.39 per has sent out just two. Last year's
and other plant food elements within manent pastures explained and con- barrel was paid for two and one-half prices ranged from $20 down, but it
Sit, while their extensive and deeply sidered in a previous article, what a barrels, and similar high prices are is predicted that this season the
penetrating root systems break up and truly diversified farm we have. Self- prevailing right along, due, it is re- cost will keep soaring, and one man
deepen the soil and increase its fer- supporting in la great measure for ported, to the fact that the dry weath- said he was tempted to deposit his
tility. its own live stock, self-maintaining er has prevented the limes from fill- limes in the bank for money. The

Leguminous crops, such as beggar in its fertility and a steady income ing out, and a famine of them is story is told concerning one buyer
weed, velvet bean or cow peas, while producer. predicted. Once during last year's that he paid $100 for a boat to go
performing many of the functions of But the farmer must plant his plant- lime season $20 was paid for a bar- down to the keys after limes, and
the grasses, increase the total and ing well ahead. He must subdivide rel, but it was a forced market. This that he returned with just five bar-
available supply of nitrogen in the his crop area into sections of a size week's price, however, was not rels.
? soil. These grasses and leguminous to suit his requirements, and in such reached under such conditions, but There is hope that if the rains will
plants are in part the forage provid- manner as to keep his ground fully in the open market. extend down to Key Largo, Elliott's
ers of the farm. occupied by a continued succession Yesterday six and one-half barrels Key and the other lime growing cen-

In addition to these advantages, of crops, be it winter, spring or sum- of limes came in altogether, four of ters there may yet be hopes for more
crop rotation is the most effective mer, and thus obtain the maximum which were consigned, leaving only of a crop, but this season has been
way of controlling both the ravages of produce from his soil with no loss two and one-half for the auction. Vic- exceptionally dry and no irrigation
of insects and of disease. Insects of fertility land with the minimum tor Chattell has shipped in three bar- facilities have been provided so far.
are starved out by finding their fa- risk of loss from insect attacks or rels from Nassau which cost him, Travelers who returned yesterday,
vorite food plant replaced by some from disease. duty and all, $19 per barrel. however, stated that so far the long-
crop they do not like. The possi- I once quoted one of the greatest hoped-for moisture had not yet fallen.
bility of accumulation of diseases is authorities on agriculture in the $14 for a Half Barrel. Limes are becoming more and more
lessened by the fact that each plant United States, and it will do no harm W. N. Hull sold one-half barrel of in demand as their value is more
disease is special in its wants and to repeat it. "Crop management is limes this morning at retail at the widely recognized, and it is feared
cannot increase in the absence of a scheme, not a lot of practices. An rate of $28 per barrel, and it is stated that there will be difficulty in filling
its host. important part of it is the rotating on good authority that in Atlanta the orders this season.

The way to sell things is to keep continually telling the people what you have to sell.


